
  
 
 

 

Christopher R. (Chris) Nazar, AICP 

Associate 

Mr. Nazar serves as an associate planner, technical delivery manager and project manager. 

He manages environmental and transportation planning projects and his duties include 

project budgeting, scheduling, coordination, document writing and editing, supervising 

teams, document delivery, client coordination, and quality assurance.  As technical delivery 

manager he is responsible for delivery, workload, utilization, quality, and career 

development for transportation staff in thirteen offices.  

Mr. Nazar has led teams of planners, economists, and environmental specialists in the 

preparation of complex environmental documents, MPO plans, statewide plans, and 

corridor studies for state DOTs, MPOs and other government and private agencies. His 

technical specialties include transportation planning, environmental studies, economic 

impact analyses, and public involvement. He offers extensive experience with all levels of 

NEPA analysis and processes, has led and participated in numerous complex 

environmental impact statements.  

NEPA and Major Corridor Work 

Project Manager, I-70 Second Tier Environmental Impact Statement, Kansas City, 

Missouri (2011-2014).  CDM Smith was contracted by the Missouri DOT to prepare the 

second tier environmental impact statement for approximately seven miles in central 

Kansas City.  This work built upon the first tier EIS that CDM Smith completed for MoDOT.  

The project included detailed alternative and traffic analysis including the use of the 

regional travel demand model and Dynameq software.  Almost the entire project was 

located in Environmental Justice communities and addressing community impacts was a 

substantial part of the analysis.  The draft EIS document was approved within two years 

and one month of the Notice to Proceed.  As the project manager, Mr. Nazar led a multi-

disciplinary team including four 

subconsultants. He coordinated the analysis 

and documentation delivery for all project 

phases, and was responsible for all client and 

stakeholder coordination, project 

communication, scheduling, and budgeting. 

Project Manager, I-70 First Tier 

Environmental Impact Statement, Kansas 

City, Missouri (2008-2011). CDM Smith 

worked with the Missouri DOT to prepare a first tier environmental impact statement for 

18-miles of I-70 in the Kansas City area. Several strategies were developed and submitted 

for addressing transportation needs in the urban corridor and draft and final EIS 

documents were written and approved. As the project manager, Mr. Nazar led a multi-

disciplinary team including six subconsultants. He coordinated the analysis and 

documentation delivery for all project phases, and was responsible for all client and 

stakeholder coordination, project communication, scheduling, and budgeting. 

Environmental Project Manager, Des Moines Southeast Connector Environmental 

Impact Study and Preliminary Engineering, Des Moines, Iowa (2006-2010). For this 
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project, an environmental impact statement and community impact assessment for the 5-

mile Southeast Connector from Southeast 14th Street to a re-configured U.S. Highway 

65/Vandalia Road interchange were prepared. A preferred alignment was identified. As the 

environmental project manager, Mr. Nazar was responsible for complete delivery of the 

environmental analysis and documentation. He also led the coordination efforts with 

environmental resources agencies and other stakeholders. 

Senior Planner, Phase 2: I-70 Truck Lanes Feasibility Study, Multistate – Missouri, 

Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio (2010-2011). As a senior planner, Mr. Nazar assisted with the 

preparation of Green Corridor recommendations and best practices as well as with air 

quality and carbon footprint analysis. 

Task Leader, I-70 Supplemental EIS-Phase IV, Missouri Statewide (2008-2009). As a 

task lead, Mr. Nazar led the environmental screening of potential high-level options for 

routing truck only lanes through the St. Louis area. He also wrote and edited significant 

portions of the screening documentation. 

Task Leader, I-70 Supplemental EIS-Phase IV, Missouri Statewide (2008-2009). This 

environmental impact statement involved interchange justification and preliminary 

engineering for capacity improvements to 35-miles of freeway. As a task lead, Mr. Nazar led 

the development of the environmental revaluation documentation for two project 

segments. This included writing and reviewing text for the final environmental document 

and coordination of field studies and analysis. 

Deputy Project Manager, Blue Water Bridge Plaza Study EIS, Port Huron, Michigan 

(2003-2008). This project involved the preparation of an EIS and preliminary engineering 

for improvements to the U.S. border plaza at the Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, 

Michigan and two miles of I-69/I-94. As the deputy project manager, Mr. Nazar 

coordinated project deliverables and public and stakeholder involvement activities, as well 

as wrote and edited key portions of the environmental documentation. He also served as 

the lead economic analyst and developed analysis of local, regional, national, and 

international economic effects. 

Task Leader, Lewis and Clark Expressway Design, Sugar Creek, Missouri (2009-

Present). Preliminary and final design are being prepared for a 3-mile section of a new 4-

lane expressway including NEPA re-evaluation, public outreach, cost estimates, bike and 

pedestrian facilities, construction phasing, traffic plans, and a roundabout redesign. Mr. 

Nazar led the NEPA reevaluation and public involvement task including public meetings, 

coordination with stakeholders, and workshops to develop the aesthetic themes. 

Task Leader, I-470 Purpose and Need Study, Lees Summit and Kansas City, Missouri 

(2007-2009). This study facilitated the development of improvements to along a 15-mile 

corridor from 39th Street to Blue Ridge Boulevard in Jackson County. As a task lead, Mr. 

Nazar coordinated and guided development of the environmental analysis technical 

memorandum. He also reviewed several other technical documents. 

Task Leader, I-69 Tier 2 Environmental and Preliminary Engineering Study, 

Indianapolis, Indiana (2004-2007). An EIS and CIA were prepared for the proposed I-69 

project. The project is part of a national effort to connect the three North American trading 

partners of Canada, the United States, and Mexico with an interstate highway. As a task 

lead, Mr. Nazar was responsible for the development of several portions of the 
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environmental analysis, including community impacts, relocations, and economic impact 

analyses. 

Senior Planner, New U.S. 131 Environmental Impact Study and Traffic Analysis, 

Three Rivers, Michigan (2001-2006). CDM Smith performed traffic, geometric, and 

operational analysis; and prepared the EIS and an engineering report for a 17-mile 

segment of U.S. 131 within Indiana and Michigan. Key environmental issues included 

wetland, noise impacts, and economic impacts. As a lead planner, Mr. Nazar wrote the land 

use, community impact, and economic analyses sections of the environmental 

documentation. He also surveyed potentially-impacted business owners and customers, as 

well as conducted an economic multiplier analysis to determine the effects on jobs and 

economic growth. 

Project Manager, I-435/I-70 Traffic Forecasting, Kansas City, Missouri (2009-2010). 

The project consisted of the preparation of traffic forecasts for MoDOT's I-435/I-70 

interchange report using the Mid-America Regional Council EMME/2 Travel Demand 

Model. As the CDM Smith project manager, Mr. Nazar was responsible for client 

coordination, scheduling, budgeting, and assuring delivery of the developed models. 

QA/QC Reviewer, I-80/Brisbin Road Environmental Assessment, Grundy County, 

Illinois (2008). The project included evaluation of all impacts for a new interstate 

interchange, including gathering and analyzing traffic, environmental impacts and 

preparing the environmental assessment document. Mr. Nazar served as a reviewer for the 

environmental documentation. 

Planner, US-31/I-94 Freeway and Interchange EIS, Berrien County, Michigan (2001 - 

2004). This project included an EIS for a 4-mile extension of the US-31 freeway in Berrien 

County, Michigan and a new interchange with I-94. The project required the development 

of a Supplemental EIS to analyze alternatives which could reduce costs and minimize 

environmental impacts associated with the original alignment. Mr. Nazar’s responsibilities 

included the development of public involvement material, detailed social and 

environmental analysis, and writing sections of the DEIS and FEIS leading to a Record of 

Decision. Mr. Nazar also consulted with economic stakeholders, researched economic 

conditions, and developed economic analysis of the impact of the project.   

Planner, Bayport Port Terminal EIS Review, City of Seabrook, Texas (2002). Mr. Nazar 

served as planner for the review of an EIS for a proposed port facility on behalf of the City 

of Seabrook. Mr. Nazar was responsible for summarizing several sections of the EIS and 

commenting on the effects of the proposed project on the City of Seabrook. Key issues 

included noise, light, wetlands, hazardous materials, and shoreline impacts. Mr. Nazar also 

helped suggest additional mitigation measures for the city to pursue. 

MPO and Regional Planning 

Project Manager, WAMPO Metropolitan Transportation Plan 2035, Wichita, Kansas 

(2009-2010). In partnership with WAMPO, CDM Smith prepared the transportation blue 

print for the Wichita area for 2010-2035. The plan included researching transportation 

needs; developing goals, objectives, and measures of effectiveness; evaluating potential 

projects; and completing all documentation. Mr. Nazar led the entire plan team, directed 

plan delivery and coordinated all aspects of the analysis and documentation, including 
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client/stakeholder communication, scheduling, and budgeting. He was also responsible for 

the long-term financial plan. 

CDM Smith’s Project Manager, WAMPO Travel Time Study, Wichita, Kansas (2010-

2011). CDM Smith was part of a team completing a travel time study of major roadways 

and railroad crossings for the Wichita area. The client was the Wichita Area Metropolitan 

Planning Organization. Work included the collection of railroad crossing data, coordination 

with other plans, and developing and reviewing documents. As CDM Smith’s project 

manager, Mr. Nazar was responsible for all aspects of CDM Smith’s work including data 

collection, analysis, document writing, and advisory group presentations. 

CDM Smith’s Project Manager, WAMPO Travel Time Study, Wichita, Kansas (2010-

2011). CDM Smith was part of a team completing a survey of household travel behavior in 

the Wichita area. The client was the Wichita Area Metropolitan Planning Organization. 

Work included the development of a transportation policy survey completed along with 

the travel survey. CDM Smith reviewed all data collected and survey reports. As CDM 

Smith’s project manager, Mr. Nazar was responsible for all aspects of CDM Smith’s work, 

including policy survey development, data review/QA/QC, document writing, and advisory 

group presentations. 

Project Manager, 53rd Street North Corridor Study, Park City, Kansas (2011). CDM 

Smith prepared a corridor study for one mile of 53rd Street North in Park City to address 

long-term traffic impacts from significant proposed commercial development. The project 

was for a joint client of the City of Park City and the Wichita Area MPO. CDM Smith 

analyzed the future land use, traffic, and safety issues along with environmental 

constraints and proposed short, mid, and long-term improvements for vehicles and 

pedestrians/bicyclists. As project manager, Mr. Nazar was responsible for all aspects of the 

team’s work including traffic and land use analysis, concept development and final reports. 

Project Director, City of Bisbee Comprehensive Transportation Plan, Bisbee, Arizona 

(2011). CDM Smith has completed a transportation study and plan for the City that 

includes and addresses all streets, bridges, sidewalks, public stairs, shared-use pathways, 

transit, public parking, airport, and transportation-related drainage facilities. The 

Transportation Master Plan also includes an implementation program that sets forth a 

comprehensive repair and maintenance effort to bring the transportation infrastructure up 

to current standards and to provide an acceptable level of service for current and forecast 

demands. 

Project Director, City of Nogales PARA Pedestrian Circulation Plan at the Ports of 

Entry, Nogales, Arizona (2011). The purpose of this study was to prepare and complete a 

pedestrian circulation plan for the City of Nogales in the vicinity of and considering the 

three Nogales Ports of Entry. These ports are the DeConcini and Morley Gate Ports of Entry 

in downtown Nogales and the Mariposa Port of Entry to the west at SR 189. The focus of 

this study was on the pedestrian circulation needs of the downtown Nogales area, 

especially targeting the pedestrian circulation that flows between Nogales, Sonora, and 

Nogales, Arizona, through the downtown area’s two Ports of Entry.  

CDM Smith Project Manager, U.S.40 and Kansas 10 Corridor Study, Lawrence, Kansas 

(2010-2011).CDM Smith, as part of a consultant team, performed an interchange and 

corridor study to develop a transportation plan which will recommend improvements to 

better handle future traffic demands and support economic opportunities in this growing 
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area. The client was a group of agencies including Kansas DOT, City of Lawrence, Douglas 

County, and the Lawrence-Douglas MPO. As CDM Smith’s project manager, Mr. Nazar was 

responsible for all aspects of CDM Smith’s work including data collection, land use analysis, 

traffic volume generation, document writing, recommendations, and stakeholder group 

presentations. 

Project Manager, South Area Transportation Study Alternatives Analysis, Wichita, 

Kansas (2006-2008). Using CDM Smith’s GIS technology, this study addressed freeway 

and road network improvements in south metropolitan Wichita. It examined access and 

connectivity, and identified transportation needs based on current and future land use and 

traffic analyses. The client was the Wichita Area Metropolitan Planning Organization. As 

the project manager, Mr. Nazar led the transportation analysis and plan delivery and 

coordinated all aspects of the analysis and documentation, including client/stakeholder 

communication, scheduling, and budgeting. He was also responsible for the long-term 

financial plan. 

CDM Smith Project Manager, U.S. 24 Corridor Study, Topeka, KS (2007-2009). As part 

of a corridor study for U.S. 24 in Topeka and Shawnee Counties, Kansas, a market analysis 

of the potential land use scenarios was completed to determine the long-term viability of 

each scenario. As the CDM Smith project manager, Mr. Nazar led the development of the 

land use, economic development, and environmental analyses. He was also responsible for 

the delivery of three technical memorandums and numerous presentations on these 

analyses. 

Task Leader, Kickapoo Tribal Comprehensive Plan, Horton, Kansas (2006-2007). As 

a task leader, Mr. Nazar was responsible for leading the writing and review of plan 

documentation and delivery of several plan presentations to the tribal government. 

Statewide and Freight Planning 

 

Project Manager, Oklahoma Long Range Transportation Plan, Oklahoma (2014-

2015).  Mr. Nazar is serving as project manager for the update to the Oklahoma Long-

Range Transportation Plan.  This includes the supervision of all deliverables including 

demographic analysis, needs, financial analysis, safety, security, and all modes of 

transportation as well as final plan documentation. 

 

Project Manager, Colorado State Long Range Transportation Plan, Colorado (2012-

2015).  Mr. Nazar is leading day to day operations for the CDM Smith team in preparing 

the Colorado Department of Transportation’s 2040 statewide long-range transportation 

plan. The plan is being developed as an on-line product consisting of several modules 

using different media types. Several sections of the plan are being delivered using video 

along with short, concise, graphically intensive summary documents. Other parts of the 

plan are being presented through interactive prezi presentations that allow the reader to 

choose which topics to explore in more-depth. The CDM Smith team has been engaged in 

all aspects of plan development including data analysis, corridor visions and strategies, 

development of project lists, stakeholder and public interactions, policy analysis and web-

based communication tools. 

Deputy Project Manager, Missouri Freight Plan, Missouri (2013-2014).  CDM Smith is 

completing a MAP-21 compliant freight plan for Missouri DOT.  This plan addresses all 
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modes for freight in Missouri including road, rail, aviation, and water.  The plan includes 

extensive coordination with public and private stakeholders through interviews, surveys, 

and forums.  The plan builds on the work in the Missouri Statewide Plan: On the Move.  As 

Deputy Project Manager, Mr. Nazar is engaged in all facets of the analysis and coordination.  

He has delivered forum presentations and worked directly with stakeholders.  Mr. Nazar is 

also serving as task lead for the data collection and trends and needs analysis tasks as well 

as assisting with the project prioritization process. 

Task Leader, Texas Freight Plan, Texas (2013-2014).  CDM Smith is completing the first 

freight plan for Texas DOT.  This MAP-21 compliant plan addresses all freight modes and 

includes extensive coordination with public and private freight stakeholders.  Mr. Nazar is 

responsible for the community impacts task work for the plan.  This includes an 

examination of five MPO case studies on the community effects of freight movement and 

key freight facilities as well as environmental justice analysis.  A sample analysis of the 

effects of at-grade rail crossings is also included in this work. 

Senior Planner, Mississippi Long-Range Transportation Plan (2010-2011). CDM 

Smith updated Mississippi's Unified Long-Range Transportation Infrastructure Plan, 

MULTIPLAN 2035 for the Mississippi Department of Transportation. The project included 

integration of three MPO plans with the statewide being updated in parallel. As a senior 

planner, Mr. Nazar prepared the multimodal analysis of ten major corridors traversing the 

state. The corridor analysis included recommendations on strategies, priorities, and 

specific projects. 

Senior Planner, Minnesota and Wisconsin Regional Freight Studies (2009-2010). 

CDM Smith assessed a series of potential projects to improve freight flows and promote 

economic development in northern Minnesota and Wisconsin. As a senior planner, Mr. 

Nazar guided and reviewed the analysis of key freight data and the development of 

technical documentation. 

Task Leader, Michigan Statewide Transportation Network Feasibility Study and 

Statewide Plan (2005-2006). CDM Smith was selected to lead the efforts for updating 

MDOT's State Long Range Transportation Plan (Michigan Transportation Plan). The plan 

serves as a policy document which contains a 25-year investment strategy and vision for 

transforming the current transportation system into the preferred transportation system. 

The updated plan set a direction for MDOT's transportation decisions and investments 

through 2030. As a senior planner, Mr. Nazar was responsible for key aspects of the writing 

and editing of the environmental technical memorandum for the project. He also led a 

series of local coordination meetings in northern Michigan. 

Economic Analysis, Development, and Grants 

Task Leader, Mohawk Erie Corridor Study, New York State (2011 to present). CDM 

Smith is preparing a major multimodal corridor study for the Mohawk Erie corridor in 

New York between Buffalo and the capital region. A key part of the work is the 

development of a tool to analyze the benefits of proposed improvements/projects. Mr. 

Nazar is leading the task that involves surveying of approximately 600 business owners 

selected by key industry cluster groups on the role of transportation in their current 

business and growth prospects. The survey will provide baseline data input used by the 

project assessment tool. 
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Senior Analyst, Knik Arm Crossing TIGER Grant Application, Anchorage, Alaska 

(2011). Mr. Nazar prepared the benefit-cost analysis for the TIGER III Grant application for 

the $1 billion Knik Arm Crossing project. 

Project Manager, Des Moines Southeast Connector TIGER Grants, Des Moines, Iowa 

(2009 and 2011). CDM Smith prepared TIGER Grant applications on behalf of the City of 

Des Moines for the $65 million Southeast Connector project. As project manager, Mr. Nazar 

was responsible for delivery of the grant documents, reviewing, and completed the benefit-

cost analyses for the project. 

Senior Planner, Public-Private Partnership Projects for the Arizona-Mexico Border, 

Arizona (2009). As a senior planner, Mr. Nazar helped write three technical 

memorandums and the final report. He also interviewed stakeholders and analyzed the 

use of P3s and other innovative finance at border crossings across the country. All POEs on 

the southern border were examined. 

Task Leader, Grand Island Industrial Park Development and Transportation 

Strategic Plan, Grand Island, Nebraska (2008-2009). CDM Smith was selected to 

conduct a regional freight and economic profile analysis and site evaluation to examine the 

potential development opportunities for the Cornhusker Army Ammunition Plant site, 

which was purchased by the Grand Island Area Economic Development Corporation. As a 

task leader, Mr. Nazar led the development of the existing economic profile including labor 

market analysis, industry analysis, and identification of missing economic development 

assets. He also helped prepare the Economic Development Administration grant report 

and led stakeholder workshops. 

Task Leader, St. Clair County Economic Development Strategy, Port Huron, Michigan 

(2009 -2010). As part of the environmental mitigation plan for the expansion of the Blue 

Water Bridge border crossing, CDM Smith helped create a plan to revitalize the area 

economy by building on regional strengths and leveraging freight and transportation 

assets. As a task leader, Mr. Nazar led the development of the existing economic profile 

including labor market analysis, industry analysis, and identification of missing economic 

development assets. 

Economic Analyst, Detroit River Truck Tunnel Toll Project, Detroit, Michigan to 

Windsor, Ontario. Mr. Nazar served as an economic Analyst for forecasts of local and 

regional economic growth related to the feasibility of the conversion of a rail tunnel to a 

truck border crossing in Detroit, Michigan. The growth forecasts involved analysis of 

regional population and development forecasts, national trade forecasts, and provincial 

and state GDP forecasts for both Michigan and Ontario. Mr. Nazar’s forecasts also 

accounted for growth in key sectors such as the auto industry. Mr. Nazar wrote the 

technical report for the economic growth forecast component of the project. 

Prior to CDM Smith 

Mr. Nazar began his career in 1998 at the Government of Ontario where he served as 

political staff for a member of the Ontario Legislature and Cabinet Minister. In 2001, he 

joined CDM Smith as a senior transportation planner 

Professional Activities 

Member, American Planning Association 
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Member, Kansas City American Planning Association 

Member, Mid-America Association of Environmental Professionals 

Member, Kansas City Chapter, Institute of Transportation Engineers 

Presentations 

Presentation on Financial Planning for MPOs, AMPO, 2008. 

Presentation on MPO Coordination, AMPO, 2010. 

 


